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We study the set of integral matrices with given row and column sums where each position 
has a bound on the size of the entry in it. Such matrices correspond to maximum integral flows 
in certain networks. The well known existence theorem follows from the max flow-min cut 
theorem. A general network flow result, specialized to our setting, yields a useful interchange 
theorem which has a number of corollaries. Prompted by another network flow result, new 
results are obtained for invariant positions i.e. entries which are the same regardless of which 
matrix is chosen. This leads to a classification of invariant edges in graphs of a given degree 
sequence, important in the study of split graphs and threshoid graphs. 
1. Network tlow preliminaries 
This paper studies integral matrices with given row and column sums where 
each position has an upper bound on the entry in it. We tackle a number of 
problemtl in this setting as specializations of network flow problems. Let R = 
(h, r2, * * - , r,,,) and S = (sl, s2, . . . , s,,) be vectors of positive integers with rl + r2 + 
l l l + r,, =s,+s2+- l +s,,. Then %(I?, S) is defined to be the set of integral 
matrices with ith row sum ri 11~ i s m) and jth column sum si (1 <j s n). This 
class of matrices has been extensively studied particularly in the cr.se that the 
entries in the matrix are 0 or 1. The reader is referred to a survey article by 
Brualdi [4]. We consider a subclass of %(R, S) in the hope of obtaining generali- 
zat ions. 
Let U be an m by n integral matrix. It will give upper bounds on the entries of 
%(R, S). Define 
gi”(R, S) = (A dl(R, S): A s U}, (1-U 
where ‘s’ is the usual elementwise inequality. 
We have ‘?f’(R, S) to be the set of (0, l)-matrices in %(R, S) where J is the 
matrix of 1’s. We note that 0 in position (i, j) of U forces n 0 in position (i, j) of 
any A E ‘i!l”(R, S). Thus we would refer to position (i, j) as a forbidden position. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basics of network flow theory 
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which may be found in [S]. It seems important to review the network flows 
interpretation of ‘$I”‘( R, S) since we will use it later. Matrices in %“(R, S) can be 
considered as maximum integral flows in the following network. The vertices 
consist of a source s, a sink t, and Rx, R2, . . . , R,, SI, S2, . . . , S,,. There is an edge 
from s to Ri with capacity ri for i = 1,2, . . . , m. There is a~ ??ge from Si to t with 
capacity si for i = 1,2, . . . , n. Finally, there are edges from RI to Sj with capacity 
u,, for i=l,2 ,..., r11 andj=l.2 ,..., n where U = (uii). Consider a maximum 
integral flow from s to t of size rl + r2 + l l l + P”,. Let qj be the flow from Ri to Sj 
and let A = &). VJe immediately deduce that A is an integral matrix with A s U. 
Considering the size of the flow, we deduce that the edge from s to Ri is saturated 
and thus r, units of flow leave Ri. Hence ql + q2 + - - l + q,, = ri and SO the ith row 
sum of A is r,. We deduce that A c?i”(R, S). Conversely, from a matrix 
A E ?l”( R, S) we can construct an integral maximum flow of size rI + r2 + l l l + r,,,. 
Thus %I’( R. S) is nonempty if and only if the network has a maximum flow of size 
r,Crz+“’ + r,,,. WC are using the well known result that one can find a maximum 
flow which is integral in a network with integral capacities. 
An arbitrary cur in the network is formed from a set T of vertices with s E T 
and t E T (where the bar refers to the complement of the set). The cut is the set of 
cdgzes whose tail is in T and whose head is in i? Let our arbitrary set T consist of 
s with a subset of the vertices in {R,. R2,. . . , R,,} indexed by I and a subset of 
the vertices in {S,, S2, . . . , S,,} indexed by j (not J!). The cut would consist of the 
cdgcs Ls. R, ) for i E f. (R,. Sj) for i E Z, j E J and (Si, t) for j E 1 The capacity of a 
cut is the cum of the capacities of the edges in the cut. The max flow-min cut 
thcorcm ensures that ?I[‘( R, S) is none’mpty if and only if no cut has capacity less 
than rI -t r2 + - - - + r,,,. WC obtain the following result, first proven by Mirsky [9]. 
Theorem 1.1. 7114 class ?I’* (R, Sl is nonempty if and only if 
(1.2) 
for ~11 index sets IE{l, 2,. . . , rn), Jc(l.2.. . . , n} where U=(u,J 
(‘VK can improve on this result greatly for cc:r-tain choices of U by reducing the 
nun,\cr of sets I, J which need to kc cons&:4 in ( 1.2). Bear in mind that we 
c~uBd aiyuys use a good algorithm for network flows to find a matrix in %“(R, SJ 
or find ;1 pair of sets 1. J violating (1.2). As an example of the reductit?ns possible, 
con!itl<%r ??IP( R. S) where P is a (0, I)-matrix with at most the 0 per column. Let 
A* t)c the III hc II matrix with ith row sum 8;. O’s in the forbidden positions of 
?I”( R. S), and the l’s as far to the lefr as possible subject to these conditions. Let 
ST be the jth c&lmn sum of A? The following existence theorem for ‘i?i’(R, S) 
use3 only 0 inequalities. 
Thwrem 1.2 121. Lcr P he (I (0. I )-matrix with ut most one 0 per column. Let R, S 
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be given with s1 2 s2 3 l l l 2 s,. Then the class %‘(R, S) is nanempty if and only if 
i ST3 i Si (lstsn). (1.3) 
i=l iz 1 
The inequality in (1.3) for a given t corresponds to the choice of I = 
11 2 9 ,..., sT}or{1,2 ,..., st+l}andJ={l,2 ,..., t}in(l.2). 
In Section 2 we consider how to get from one matrix in 91U(R, S) to another. 
We specialize a general network flow result concerning augmenting cycles. 
Numerous corollaries are obtained including Ryser’s Interchange Theorem in 
%‘(R, S) [lo] and an interchange theorem in multigraphs of a given degree 
sequence [6]. 
An invariant position in !?X”(R, S) is a position for which each matrix in 
‘?lU( R, S) has the same value. The results in Section 3 follow as special cases of a 
general network flow result. In Section 4, we apply the same ideas to simple 
graphs of a given degree sequence and obtain some old results on split graphs and 
threshold graphs [7,8]. 
2. In~erchmge theorems 
A fairly basic question in %“(I?, S) is what simple operations are required to 
get from one matrix in the class to anorher. These operations provide useful proof 
techniques. A simple possibility is to take A E %“(R, S) and consider A[I, J] E 
%“rr*J1(R’, S’) where MI, J] is the submatrix of A4 whose rows are indexed by 1 
and whose columns are indexed by J. We could replace A[I, J] by any B E 
%““*J1(I?‘, S’) to obtain a matrix B’E ‘@‘(R, S). In this section, we obtain the 
most natural results from the network flows interpretation, generalizing most of 
the known interchange theorems. 
Consider a general network IV and a flow {x,}. For an edge e in the directed 
graph of IV, let c(e) be the tail of e, let h(e) be the head of e, and let u, be the 
capacity of the edge. An augmenting cycle C of size n is defined as a set of 
vertices Ul, u2, . . . , v, and a set of directed edges el, e2, . . . , e,, where either 
t(ei) = vi and h(ci) = vi+* or t(ei)=vi+l and h(q)= vi for each i = 1,2,. . . , r~. We 
consider the indices modulo n, i.e., v,,+~ = ul . We define E(C) to be the minimum 
of u, -x, for edges which go from vertex Ui to vi+1 and of X, for edges which go 
from Uj+ 1 to Vi. We require in the definitiora of an augmenting cycle that E(C) > 0. 
Thus we can augment the flow along the cycle by adding E(C) to X, for edges e 
which go from Vi to vi + 1 and subtracting E(C) from x, for edges e which go from 
21. ,+, to Vi. This results in a new legal flow. 
Consider two maximum flows {x,}, {ye} for N. Define the distance between the 
two flows to be 
d({x,), {ye>) = c {Ix, - yeI: e edge of Nl (2.1) 
The following is an elementary result concerning distances. 
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Proposition 2.1. Given two different maximum flows {x,}, {y,} in a network N, 
there is an augmenting cycle C. say of length n, acting on {x,) which reduces 
dlk,.). {y,)) by E(C) * n. 
Proof. Create a new network N’ whose capacities correspond to the difference of 
the two flows. Set u: = X~ - y4 if X, > ye and set uLO = y, -x, if x, (: ye where e’ is 
the reverse of the edge e. Say z&r 0 where e = (v, w). Then we can find an 
augmenting cycle involving e by considering w = s, v = t and looking for an 
augmenting path from s to t after the edge e is deleted. We have that the-sum of 
the capacities entering a vertex is equal to the sum leaving. This ensures the 
rrxistcnce of an augmenting path. We then append e to the augmenting path to 
obtain an augmenting cycle which can be translated back into an augmenting cycle 
C in the maximum Wow (5) of the desired property. 
An examination of our network for \!I”(R. S) reveals that the augmenting 
cycles in N do not use s or t and are even cycles using alternately vertices in 
CR,. R2.. . . , R,,,} and vertices in {S,, SZ, . . . , S,,). Since we are dealing with 
integral maximal flows and the capacities on the edges are integers, we deduce 
that c(C) is an integer. We replace E(C) by 1 and then the augmentation would 
involve alternately adding and subtracting 1 around the cycle. 
We define a cycle incerchartge of size 2k (k 22) operating on rows 
I’ l1I. iz,. . - . ik ] and columns {j, , j2, . . . , jk) of a matrix to be the operation of adding 
1 in positions (i,, j,) for t L- I, 2, . . . , k and subtracting 1 from positions (i,, it+,) for 
I --1.2... . , k where the indices art‘ cyclic modulo k. This corresponds to an 
augmenting cycle in %"(R, S) as long as the resulting matrix is in ?I"(R, 23). A 
minimal reyuircment is that all the positions mentioned above are not forbidden 
positions. The distance function for flows is replaced by the following. For 
A,Bt?1"(R.S). l4-i c t nc 111 (A, B) to be the sum of the absolute value of the 
entries in A - R. Proposition 2.1 becomes the following result. 
Theorem 2.2. Given (2 yuir of matrices A,B E %"(R, SJ with m(A, B) > 0, then we 
c*trn find a cyck irzterchtrr2ge in A resulting it2 a matrix A’E ?I”( R, S) so tt2at 
112 l 1’ B 1 = m (A, B) - 2k wltere 2k. is the Imgth of the cycle. 
In this t hcorem. the cycle interchanges re&tced nt( A, B) by as much as 
possible. If wt‘ relax this condition. then for certain choices of U we can restrict 
the 4~s of the cycle interchanges required as well as their format. We define a 
c*hortilus.s cy& inferchangc to he a cycle interchange in which all. the unmentioned 
posit ions ( i,, j, ) are forbidden positions. We could also define the notion of 
chordless augmenting cycles and show that one can perform the augmentation 
around an augmenting cycle as a series of augmentations around chordless 
XI~~ l ting cycles. This idea motivates the main result of the section. which 
folloV 3. 
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Theorem 2.3. Given a pair A, I3 E a”(R, S) with m(A, B) > 0, then there is CJ 
chordZess cycle interchange in A which results in a matrix A’ E B”(R, S) with 
m(A’, B) s m(A, B) - 2k +2 where 2k is the size of the cycle. 
proof, We will prove the result by showing that there exists such an interchange 
in either A or B. This implies that you can get from one matrix to the other by 
such interchanges. Let C be a cycle interchange, as described in Theorem 2.2, 
which reduces m(A, B) by twice the length of C and assume C is the smallest 
such cycle. Assume that the veruces of this cycle (back in the network) are 
192,. . . ,2k where we identify i and j if i = j (mod 2k). We will assume that the 
odd numbered vertices are in {RI, R2, . . . , R,} and that the even numbered 
vertices are in (S,, S2, . . . , S,,}. We also assume that the interchange adds 2 to the 
edge (1,2) and subtracts 1 from the edge (3,2) etc. 
We index the entries of the matrices A, B by the new labels for the Ri’s and 
S+. Consider the possible chords of this cycle. If there is an edge (1,22) (of 
nonzero capacity in the network) with 1 < 2 < k and a 1,2z #b 1,21, then we can find a 
shorter cycle than C. In the case a1,21 > b1,21, then the cycle 1,2,. . . ,21 provides a 
cycle interchange of length 22 in A reducing m(A, B) by 21. In the case 
a,,21<b1,21, the cycle 1,21,21+ 1,. . . , 2k provides a cycle interchange of length 
2k - 21+ 2 in A reducing m(A, B) by 2k - 2Z+ 2. Either case is a contradiction to 
our choice of C. Thus for any chord (p, 4) of the cycle (p necessarily odd, y even), 
we have a, = 6,. 
Assume, by induction, that there are no chords (of nonzero capacity in the 
network) of the cycle of the form (f, i +3), (i, i + S), . . . , (i, i +21- 3) for any i, 
where 21~ k. If I = 2, this would be no restriction. Consider a chord of the form 
(i, i+21--l), say (1,21). Then the cycle 1,2,. . . ,2Z is chordless. If a121= b,,+O, 
then a chordless cycle interchange in A using this cycle of size 21 reduces nz (A, B) 
by 21-2. If a1,21=b1,21= 0, then a chordless cycle interchange in B using this 
cycle of length 21 reduces tn(A, B) by 21- 2. Thus we are done unless there are 
no chords of the form (i, i +21- 1). 
We repeat this argument and either we find a chordless cycle interchange of the 
desired type or we show that the cycle 1,2,. . . ,2k is chordless. Then the cycle 
interchange we started with is a chordless cycle interchange reducing m(A, B) by 
2k. This completes the proof. 
We define (1 (0, l)-matrix M to have a Ck if for some rows (il, i2,. . . , ik} and 
columns G1, j2, . . . , jk), M has l’s in positions (i,, i,) and (it, jt+J for t = 1,2, . . . , I. 
where jk+ 1 = jl. In addition, we require that the remaining entries (i,, js) are all 0’s. 
Define the zero-nonzero pattern of a matrix M= (mij) to be a matrix P = (pii) 
where pij = lifr~+Oandpii- - 0 otherwise. Thus a chordless cycle interchange of 
size 2k in a matrix in aU(R, S) requires zero-nonzero pattern of U to have a C,. 
Corollary 2.4. If the zero-nonzero pattern of U contains Ck’s only for k E 
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{i,. iz, . . . , i,}, then any matrix A E 91” (R, S) can be obtained from any other matrix 
B E ‘?l”(R, S) by chordless cycle interchanges (without leaving U”(R, S)) of sizes 
chosen from {2i,. 2iz, . . . , 2i,} where each reduces rn(A, B) by at least rhe size of 
the cycle minus 2. 
Our (chordless) cycle interchanges of size 4 are what Ryser called an inter- 
change [IO]. Particular importance is then attached to (0, l)-matrices with no Ck$ 
for k Z= 3. The rather remarkable properties of such matrices have been studied in 
[L 31. 
The next result (Corollary 3.2 in [2]) has a number of interchange theorems as 
corollaries including Ryser’s interchange theorem and results for graphs, digraphs, 
and tournaments. 
Cor~lia~~ P.S. Let P be a (0, Wnatrix with at most one 0 per column. Then giwt 
Q pair A. B E ?I’(R. 9. one can obtairr A from B by chordless interchanges of sizes 
4 and 6. 
Pr&. We simply note that P has no Ck’s for k ==I. 
We define an interchange of edges in a multigraph for the ordered 4-tuple of 
vertices (0,. uZ; Us, 0,) to be the operation of deleting an edge (u,, uZ) and an edge 
( u_+ u,) and adding an edge (u,, uJ and an edge (Q, u,). 
Corollary 2.6. (Fulkerson, 
rhe .~(I me degree sequence 
changes of edges. 
Hoffman, McAndrew [6]). Given two multigraphs with 
R, one can obtain one graph from the other by inter- 
Proof. We note that the class of such multigraphs is equivalent, by their adja- 
cency matrices. to the set of symmetric matrices in 3r”(R, R) where U is some 
large multiple of .I - I (..I the matrix of all l’s, I the identity matrix). Thus the 
zero-nonzero pattern of U has no Ck’s for k 3 4 and so only chordless cycle 
interchanges of size 4 and 6 need to be used to get from one adjacency matrix to 
**nooher. As was noted in [2], the chordless cpcle interchange of size 6 can only 
ope 1 -tte on an asymmetric matrix and a chordlt ss cycle interchange of size 4 has a 
symmetric mate so that when the two of size 4 are combined together, they yield 
an interchange of edges. 
This result is weaker than the original result of Fulkerson et al. They considered 
subgraphs (of the same degree sequence) of a given graph G which satisfied 
special properties. We are only considering the case that G consists of multiple 
copies of the complete graph. However, we can say that each interchange of edges 
in rl‘orollary 2.6 will bring the graphs at least ‘one edge closer’. 
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3. Invarbt pdions 
We say that %?l”(R, S) has an invariant position (ii) if each A &l”(R, S) has 
the same (i, j) entry. A basic problem in ‘B”(R, S) is to identify the invariant 
positions. Let (e, f) be an invariant position with the (e,j) entry of each A E 
21U(R, S) being b which is less than u,+ If we let B be the matrix obtained from U 
by replacing the (e, f) entry by b, then (e, f) is certainly an invariant position of 
aB(R, S) where this time each A E BB(R, S) has its (e, f) entry precisely equal to 
the (e, fl entry of B. We rest: ict our attention to this situation in what follows. A 
general network flow result tells us how to find invariant positions. 
Proposition 3.1. Let N be a network with integral capacities and e be one of its 
edges which is always full to capacity in any integral maximum flow. Then e 
belongs to some minimum capacity cut. 
Proof. Assume the edge e is always full to capacity, u,. We assert that e is full to 
capacity in any maximum flow. Refer to Proposition 2.1, If there is a maximum 
flow {y,) with e not filled to capacity then consider an integral maximum flow (x,) 
with e filled to capacity. Then there is an augmenting cycle C acting upon (x~} 
which reduces the flow on e. Since e(C) is an integer, then the augmentation can 
be performed resulting in an integral maximum flow with e not filled to capacity, 
in contradiction to our hypothesis. This verifies our assertion. 
Now form a new network N’ which is the same as N except that u,~ = u, -$ for 
our chosen edge e. Thus the new maximum flow in N’ is smaller than that in N, 
otherwise there would be a maximum flow, in N, not filling e. Then by the max 
flow-min cut theorem, there is a minimum capacity cut in N’, which clearly must 
use edge e, otherwise it would be a cut of AT of smaller capacity than the minimum 
cut in ZV. Thus we deduce that the maximum flow in N’ is smaller by 4 than the 
maximum flow in N since there is a flow in N’ obtained from the maximum flow 
in N by reducing the flow by $ in a directed path from s to t using the edge e. 
Thus the minimum cut in N’ yields a minimum cut in N which uses e. 
The converse of this result is easy. We may deduce from Proposition 3.1, using 
our knowledge of the cuts in the network for B”(Z?, S), the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. Let ‘?l”( R, S) have an invariant position ii, j) such that each matrix 
in a”( R, S) has its (i, j) entry equal to hj. Then there exists an I z { 1,2, . . . , m}, 
JE(l,2,..., n} with iEZ, jEJand 
C Yi + C Sj + C 
/ET jcz.i iczl.jEJ i=l 
(3.1) 
and thus for A E ?I”(R1 S), A[& J] 6 all l’s apart from forbidden positions and 
A[c -T] is all 0’s. 
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WC: are able to improve on this result in the special case that U = P, a 
(0, I)-matrix with at most one 0 per column. This case was considered in Theorem 
1.2. We will use many of the ideas of [2]. 
Consider a class %‘(R, S). If row i has the number of O’S in MIW i of P @US ri 
qua1 to PI, then call row i a special invariant row. All the entries in such rows are 
forced to be invariant l’s, apart from forbidden positions, and thus we will delete 
such rows from consideration. 
In order to classify the invariant positions of %‘(R, S), we order the rows and 
columns so that the sets ;, J of Theorem 3.2 can be chosen to be particularily 
simple. We start by ordering the columns so that s1 2 s2 a l l l 2 s,. This leaves US 
some freedom for the columns of a given column sum. Define ri to be the column 
of the 1 in row i of A* which is furthest to the right. The matrix A* and hence the 
1,‘s depend heavily on the ordering of the columns. 
We choose an ordering of the rows and columns so that sI as2 2. l l 2 s, and 
1, +a* - ‘“1,,, and also that in columns of equal column sum, a column with a 
forbidden position in row i appears to the right of a column with a forbidden 
p&ion in row j for i -=z j. A column with no forbidden position can be thought of 
a:% having a forbidden position in row no + 1 for the purpose of this ordering. To 
find this ordering. permute the columns of equal column sum to meet the latter 
requirements and then recompute the ti’s. If no longer t, * f2 2 l l 9 2: t,,,, then 
permute the rows to acheive the monotone order using as small a change as 
possible. c.g.. if row i has t, - 3 and yet r, + , X5, then move row i just above any 
existing rows with li = 3. Repeat the whole procedure till the ordering has the 
desired property. 
One can verify that the vector (t,. tz. . . . . t,,,) increases lexicographically at each 
iteration. so the procedure terminates and we are able to find the desired 
ordering. The ordering may seem rather complicated but it is usually easy. For 
example. when examining %,!I-’ ‘(R. I?), (.I the matrix of I‘s, I the identity matrix), 
NT need only simultaneously reorder the rows and columns so that r1 > rz 2 l l l 2 
r,,,. We use this in Section 4. 
Define a column @ to be a possible kth colurnrt of ?l’(R, S) if there is a matrix 
in ‘?!“(R, S) with p as its kth column. We mtry ckfine a partial order on possible 
columns fi. y by p s y if the ith 1 of 0 (from the top) is in at least as high a row as 
t hc if h I of y. Under the assumption of no special invariant rows, Theorems 5.1 
YlCf 5.2 of [2] yield the following result. 
Lemma 3.3. Wilh the rows ordered so that t, 3’ t2 3 = l 9 2 t,,,, there is a minimal 
possihfe krh ~olumr~ (Yculd CI mtrximal possible kth c~lumst w of \!I”( R, S). For any 
cwiww fl with sI, ! l s nrd O’s in the forbidden positions wld (I G w, then p is a 
p’.v.sihlc kth cwlurw~ Thus C-X has its sk I‘s US high as possible subject to the 
rtWrit7iori.s of CJ. 
The following rtxult gmxalizes Ryser’s discussion of inv,uiar.t l’s iI1 VI-‘(R, S) 
[ 1OJ. 
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Theora?m 3.4. The invariant l’s of %‘(R, S) can be detemrined as follows. First, 
delete any special invariant rows from consideration, adjusting P, R, S as necessary. 
Second, reorder the rows and columns as described. For those values of t for which 
(3.2) 
an A E aP( R, S) has A[I, J] all inuariant l’s apart from forbidden positions and 
A[z J] is all O’s where I ={l, 2, . . . , ST} (or possibly (1,2, . . . , ST+ 1)) and J = 
(1 2 , . . . , t}. Thirdly, in the remaining blocks of unspecified elements of %‘(R, S), 
dltermine rows of all O’s and determine any special invariant rows. 
Proof. Assuming no special invariant rows, we will show that for sets I, J which 
yield equality in (3.1), we need only consider the sets as given in the theorem. 
Let I, J yield equality in (3.1) with 111 = e, IJI = f and such that an additional 
entry could not be added to one of the sets and maintain equality. Using the 
minimal column of Lemma 3.3, we deduce that the invariant l’s and forbidden 
positions of a column arise either as the first, say i, entries or the first I - 1 entries 
and another entry further down which is an invariant position. Considering the 
columns given by .I, we deduce that we may take I = {1,2, . . . ) e} or 
u, 2 ,..., e-l,g} where e<g. 
Let J={l,2,..., k}UJ’ where if hEJ’, then h>k+l. We have sktIash for 
such h. By the decomposition, s,, 3 [II- 1, since there is at most one forbidden 
position per column. If Sk+ 1= 111, then all the entries (i, k + 1) for i E I would be 
invariant l’s (since the entries (i, k + 1) are O’s for i E f). Thus Sk+ I G III- 1. We 
deduce that Sk+1 = $, = III- 1 and that column h has a forbidden position in the 
rows given by I whereas column k + 1 does not (or k -I- 1 could be added to J and 
equality would still hold). 
InthecaseZ={1,2,..., e}, this contradicts the ordering of columns of a given 
column sum and thus we may assume .I’= $ and k =fi 
InthecaseI={1,2,...,e- 1, g) with e < g we note that the entries (i, h) are 0 
for i E 17 h E J’. This forces te G k and so tK G k. Since all the entries (g, j) are l’s or 
forbidden positions for j = 1,2, . . . , k, we deduce that the entries (g, j) are 0 for 
j=k+l,k+2 ,..., n. 
Using the fact that Sk +l = III- 1, we deduce that the entries (i, j) for i = 
1,2,... ,e and j=k+l,k+2 ,..., h - 1 are all invariant 1’s. Thus we obtain 
equality in (3.1) for 1”={1,2,. ..,e-1}, J”={1,2,. ..,t} where tak and t is 
less than or equal to the largest index in J. All the invariant position given by I, J 
will have been included except for the entries (g, j) for j E J -J’ which forms a 
special invariant row in a block of unspecified entries. 
Having restricted ourselves to I = { 1,2, . . . , e}, J = { 1,2, . . . , f}, we conclude 
that e = ST or sy + 1. The latter possibility arises only when <ST + 1, f) is :]I 
forbidden position though this is not enough to force e = ST + 1. In either case it is 
clear that (3.2) holds. This leaves blocks of unspecified elements for which the 
possible invariant positions are those described. 
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In a typical example the invariant l‘s and O’s might line up as follows. 
l’s and 
forbidden positions 
1 special invariant row 1 
(3.3) 
In (3.3). *‘s refer to unspecified entries and forbidden positions. We have 
assumed that the class as a whole does not have a special invariant row. 
4. Invariant edges 
The adjacency matrix of a simple graph with degree sequence R= 
(r,. rz. * . . . r,,) is a symmetric (0, 1 )-matrix with zero trace and ith row and column 
sum equalling r,. Thus the set of simple graphs with a given degree sequence 
correspond 10 the set of symmetric matrices in .I QJ -‘(R, R) where J is the matrix of 
I l s and I is the identity matrix. An edge from vertex i to vertex j is called an 
irrutrriant edge if it is present in every simple graph of the given degree sequence. 
The results of Section 3 motivate our classification of mv‘ariant edges. We choose 
r, 31_15* ’ - 2 r,, since this is precisely the ordering demanded in Theorem 3.3. We 
will show that the requirements of symmetry introduce no invariant edges beyond 
those given by the invariant l’s of !!I*’ -I CR, R). Define S’-‘(R) to be the set of 
svnlrnetric matrices in ‘1 0 ’ ‘(R, R). The definition of invariant l’s and forbidden 
&itions carry over to this setting. 
WC say that position (e, f) is extrelncrl if it is an invariant 1 of SJ-‘(R) and no 
position (4’. f’) # (e. fj with e’ 2 e, f’ a f, is an invariant 1. There is one exception 
when W. e -- 1) is extrcmal (and so by symmetry (e - 1, e)) in which case (e, e) is 
~a&~d. 12xtrcmal instead of (e, 4 - 1). 
Theorem 4.1. 7&e class S’ ’ (R ) of symntetric mmices in 91 ‘(R, R) has an 
twrermd position (e, f) only i_f every matrix A E: S’ ’ ( R) deconlposer into blocks as 
f~~lf0W.S 
(4.1) 
where ‘II,’ is of size e by f and is all I’s upart from forbidden positions. 
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Proof. Assume (e, f) is an invariant 1 in SJ-‘(R), not necessarily extremal. 
Decompose any matrix A E S’-‘(R) as follows 
A= (4.2) 
where W is of size e by f. Say there is a 0 in position (d, f) with d <e and where 
d # f. By monotonicity of row sums, there is a column g with a 1 in row d and a 0 
in row e. This yields, in the graph given by A, an interchange of edges involving 
vertices (e, f; g, d), violating the invariance of (e, f), unless g = e. Then by sym- 
metry there is a 1 in position (e, d). There is a 0 in position (d, d) and so, by 
monotonicity of row sums, there is a column h (h # e) with a 0 in position (e, h) 
and a 1 in position (d, h). This yields an interchange of edges involving the 
vertices (e, f; h, d), violating the invariance of (e, 0. Thus no such position (d, f) 
has a zero. 
Thus all the positions (d, f) with d se, df f have invariant 1’s. Using the 
transpose of our above arguments, we deduce that the positions (e, d), with d <f, 
d # e, are invariant 1’s. Applying our arguments with these invariant l’s, we 
deduce that (e’, f’) is an invariant 1 for e’ s e, f’ G f and e’ # f’. Using the definition 
of extremal, we obtain the desired result that, in (4.2), W is all l’s apart from 
forbidden positions. 
Let (e, f) be extremal with e >fi Thus e > f + 1. We handle the case e = f later 
and omit the case e <fi Using the definition of extremal, there is a matrix 
A E S’-‘(R) with a 0 in position (e, f+ 1). We are going to show that in our 
chosen matrix A, decomposed as in (4.2), that either Y is all l’s or 2 is all O’s for 
each row s > e. We may alter A in what follows to obtain a new matrix in 
Z?‘(R), but we will show that the chosen matrix A has the desired property. 
Let 2 have a 1 in position (s, t). If t = f+ 1 and position (s, h) is 0 for any 
t1= 1,2,..., f then there would be an interchange of edges (s, f + 1; h, e) violating 
the invariance of the l’s of W. Thus we conclude that either the positions (s, h) 
are 1 for h = 1,2, . . . ,forthepositions(s,h)areOforh=f+l,f+2,...,nIn 
the case that position (s, t) is 1 and (s, f + 1) is 0, we will show that there is a way 
to place a 1 in position (s, f-t 1). By monotonicity of column sums, there is a row h 
with a 1 in column f + 1 and a 0 in column t. As long as h # t, the interchange of 
edges (s, t ; f + 1, h) places a 1 in position (s, f+ 1) (and does not affect the entries 
(s, h) for h = 1,2, . . . ,f)_ If such an h does not exist, the position (e, t) is 0 and 
the column sums of columns f+ 1 and t are equal. Thus we may simultaneously 
interchange rows and columns I+ 1 and t (interchange vertices f + 1 and t). This 
places a 1 in position (s, f+ 1) and leaves a 0 in position (e, f+ 1). The desired 
conclusion holds. 
Thus for any row s > e of A, either Y has all l’s or 2 has all 0’s. Hence a 
minimum cut is formed as in ‘Theorem 3.2, with I = { 1,2, . . . , e} U {rows of Y of 
all l’s}, .I = (1,2, . . . , f). Thus 1 ‘s of Y are invariant l’s (by the decomposition) 
violating the choice of (e, f) as extremal. We deduce that 2 = 0 in (4.2) as desired. 
We now tackle the remaining case. Let (e, e) be an extremal position. Using the 
definition of extremal, we may choose an A E t?-‘(R) with position (e - I., e + 1) 
being 0. As before, we wish to show that for each row s > e, either Y is all l’s or 
2 is all Vs. Let Z have a 1 in position (s, e + 1). As before, the positions (s, h) are 
forced to be 1 for h = 1.2, . . . , e - 2 and h = e. The questionable entry is (s, e - 1). 
If pnaz-ition (e, e -+- 1) was 0, then we could force (s, e - 1) to be I.. In the case that 
(e, e + 1) is 1, we appeal to the monotonicity of row sums and obtain an 
interchange of edges resulting in (e, e + 1) as 0 and (s, e - 1) as 1. 
Consider the case that Z has a 1 in position (s, h) and a 0 in position (s, e + 1). 
If s # e + 1, then our previous arguments will yield a new matrix with the same 
entries in positions (s, h) ftor h = 1,2, . . . , e,aOinposition(e-l,c+l)anda 1 in 
position (s, e + 1). In the case s = e + 1, we clearly cannbt have a 1 in position 
(s, e + 1 I. However, either (e, t) is 0 or (e, t) is 1 and there is a row h # t with 
(11, e+ 1) = 1 and (h. 1) = 0. The latter possibility allows an interchange of edges 
6~. 1; e + 1. h) to place a 0 in position (e. t). If t takes the role of e + 1 in our 
arguments above, we deduce that (e + 1, h) is 1 for h = 1,2,. . . , e. This completes 
the arguments for the case that (e, e) is cxtremal and we conclude that 2 = 0 in 
(4.2). 
Having deduced that Z = 0 in (4.2) for our chosen A we note that the O’s of Z 
are invariant O’s and so Z = 0 in (4.2) for any A E S’ -‘(R). Our theorem follows. 
CoroUary 4.2. The invariant edges of the class of simple graphs of degree sequence 
R correspond precisely to the invariant l’s of BJ-‘(R, RJ. 
Proof. The decomposition in (4.1) ensures that all the entries of W that are l’s 
are in fact invariant l’s of ‘!R’-‘( R, R). Thus invariant edges yield invariant l’s in 
?I-’ ‘(R, R). The converse is easy .
Symmetry ensures that the adjacency matrix of simple graphs of a given degree 
sequence will take the following form: 
(4.3) 
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where the positions given by * do not yield invariant edges. Thus the class of 
simple graphs, of a given degree sequence, can be viewed as the sum of invariant 
edges (in blocks), bipartite graphs (two in (4.3)) and a simple graph with no 
invariant edges. Of course the latter possibility is typically all of the graph. 
We may deduce the decomposition by looking for invariant l’s in 91J-‘(R, R) 
using (3.2) for t = 1,2, . . . , 1 where 1 is the largest index i for which ri > i. Then 
we apply symmetry. 
This decomposition yields the results which classify split graphs and threshold 
graphs by their degree sequence. A split graph is a graph with the vertices 
partitioned into two sets, one set forming a clique, the other forming zn indepen- 
dent (or stable) set. This corresponds to a decomposition as in (4.1) with W of size 
e by e. We deduce the following result. 
Cam&ry 4.3 (Hammer, Simeonc [7]). A simple graph with degree sequence R is a 
split graph if and only if 
i ST = i rip 
i=l i=l 
(4.4) 
where 1 is the largest izulex i for which ri a i and ST is as given in Theorem 1.2. 
A threshold graph can be characterized as a simple graph in which no inter- 
change of edges is possible and thus all its edges are invariant (using Corollary 
2.6). We deduce the following result. 
Cmollary 4.4 (Hammer, Ibaraki, Simeone [S]). A simple graph with degree 
sequence R is a threshold graph if and only if 
i ST = i ri, 
i=l i-1 
(4.5) 
for t = 1,2,. . . , I where I is the largest index i for which ri a i and ST is as given in 
Theorem 1.2. 
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